
Would You Like To 
Earn $1000’s With 

The Click Of A 
Button? 

 
 

(Follow these easy step by step instructions and you will) 
 

 This Version of the ebook is for all countries other than the USA. 
If you need the USA copy, visit the download page or email me and I’ll send it to you. 

If you require the software in another language please let me know! 
 

- 100% Support and all questions answered! 
- Make financial stress a thing of the past! 
- This is like nothing you have seen or tried. 
- Make $200 tonight in 10 minutes! 
- Earn $100 an hour or more. 
- Tax free money in most countries. 
- 100% Legal  
- I’ll never try to sell you anything in this e-book! 
-You are not required to make a purchase from me to use this system. 
-  make $ € £ ¥ from any where in the world. 
- Beginners stage and advanced stage of this system. 
- Bonus tips and advice from the pro’s 
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Are you tired of going around in circles on the net looking 
for something that will actually make you money?  
 
Because I was, and that’s when I found this! It changed my 
life and I hope it changes yours. 
 
Make sure to try this out. You won’t be disappointed, the 
only thing that could be disappointing is if you pass by this 
opportunity.  
 
A lot of people on the internet are looking for that one thing 
to get them out of that boring job or to add to their income. 
I know you want to live the life you dream of, without 
living from paycheck to paycheck or worrying about your 
finances.  
 
The problem is, most people have difficulty accepting the 
fact that there are easier ways to make money and there are 
ways to make a lot of money in very little time! 
 
THIS IS ONE OF THOSE WAYS! 
Anyone can use this system, it’s so easy to understand and 
makes you feel good about your bank account. 
 
People that use my system are saying awesome things 
about their lives.  
 
I get emails everyday from stay at home moms looking to 
add to their husband’s income, or lawyers looking to find 
something else with an even better income! Everyone and 
anyone can do this! 
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I want to let you know that I am always here to answer your 
questions and help you in any way I can. 
If there is any questions what so ever, feel free to email me at 
Questions@easyfreeincome.com and I will gladly help in anyway. 
 
THE FACTS:  
 
I repeat…this is 100% risk free 
 
Avoid putting this off. 
That’s the most common mistake people make…..  
They say they will get to it one day.    
 
AND DO THEY EVER? 
ARE THEY STILL BROKE? 
 
You will make $200 tonight!  I promise…. 
 
And $100 or more every hour after that! 
 
I have been working 4 hours a day (yes that’s all) 
Making $400 a day!  
That’s $12,000 a month! 
That’s $144,000 a year! 
Non-taxable Money$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
 
So tell me, is it worth taking 20 minutes to read this book?  
 
YES I THINK SO! 
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FOLLOW THESE DIRECTIONS STEP BY STEP AND 
PLEASE USE MY INSTRUCTIONS.  DON’T CHANGE 
ANY OF THE DATA BEFORE EMAILING ME TO 
MAKE SURE IT WILL STILL WORK. 
 
ONLY USE THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED! 
 
I WANT YOU TO BE AS SUCCESSFUL AS I AM! 
 
 
On a side note: The company that you will be receiving the 
money from is INTERSAFE GLOBAL. 
(So you know when you see it on your bank statement.) 
 
 

 

THE MONEY MAKER  
 

 
 

Now before you follow these detailed descriptions please read 
through exactly what I am giving you the chance to do! 
 
Always remember to follow these directions exactly. Never change 
anything, even the smallest thing could make this system not work 
for you!  Always click on the button I tell you to, and BET where I 
tell you to. Read everything I say in this before betting anything. 
 
This is the only book of its kind that gives you more than one way 
to do this; tips and advanced information beyond the original idea! 
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THE DETAILS: 
 
All of the odds on a roulette table are based on the “law of 
averages” The casino can only gain money from the player (being 
you) playing the table. 
Until……………. NOW!!!!! 
 
We have taken the “law of averages” and turned it into your 
advantage.  Maybe the casino might catch on one day, but there are 
millions of people playing online casinos and only a small number 
of people who use this system. 
 
It is 100% legal to use any strategy you wish as long as you don’t 
have any illegal software. And this strategy is your mind and a pen 
and paper… Thus being perfectly legit! 
All casinos’ have an “Acceptable loss”, which means they can lose 
a lot of money before changing any gaming rules! 
 
I have played at many online casinos and learned their systems 
inside and out. This system works best at this tested and tried 
casino. I seriously recommend that you only play at this one 
casino! Using the blue clickable links provided, will make sure you 
have the correct software to use this system. 
 
For information on other casino software and programs, email me 
and I will provide you with a list. This one is by far the best!  
Email me at Questions@easyfreeincome.com 
 
This is a very trusted casino and will not cause your computer harm in any way. The 
money making software size is not large either, so do not worry about space. 

 
Automatically Download Money Making Software Here! 

 
Click Here To Download From the Homepage Instead! 

 (Use this option especially if you have a MAC, you will need the “instant play”  area for some MAC’s) 
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This software is very safe and trusted (do not worry) 

 
Once you click the download link, the automatic download will 
pop up to save you trouble. I set it up like that to make it easy for 
you. 
 
If you chose to download from the home page then it will take you 
here: 
 

 
click on 

 
 
Click the “save” button, to save it where you want it on your 
computer, and then click “ok” or “open” on some computers.  
 
It will start downloading (you can watch the process) Once it 
finishes the first part, click “Run”  to install it to your computer, 
and make sure to click “next” wherever it asks you to. 
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Once the download is complete it will open to your casino 
software, and the registration will appear.  
Fill it out and press “create account” and then it will ask you to log 
in, and it’s that easy! (Make sure you write down your username 
and password!) 
 

 
 

(Don’t worry about them selling your email address; they are a very reputable company 
and don’t need to do things like that. ) 

 
OK here you can either choose practice play or money 
play. I recommend just going straight to money play, 
considering you don’t have to bet any of your own money, 
and you will always win. 
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GET READY FOR EASY MONEY! 
 

So now your all logged in and ready to try it out , if you are 
not logged in then enter the user name and password you 
received when you registered and hit LOGIN. 
 

 
 
YOU’RE  HALF WAY TO A BIG HUGE SMILE! 
AND BIG HUGE BANK ACCOUNT! 
 
OK now you’re registered and signed in. The only thing 
left is to deposit money to become a real player. 
I recommend you deposit $200 (£113) since the casino has 
a bonus match of 100% up to $200, so that means if you 
deposit $200 they will also give you $200 for a bank roll of 
$400, hence the reason you do not have to bet any of your 
own money! 
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This is one of the reasons this casino is so good, the bonus 
money is also directly deposited into your account, no 
waiting like other casinos! 
 
If you can’t afford $200, at least deposit $150 (£80), which 
will still give you another $150 for free, for a total of $300.  
For this system to work you need a bank roll of at least 
$300 to start. 
 
You can automatically withdraw your initial deposit, but I 
recommend leaving it in there as “sitting money” The 
casinos favor players with “sitting money” and I truly 
believe I have done better because of that fact. With this 
system you do not HAVE TO lose a single penny of your 
money! Also in case you make a mistake and lose your 
$200 bonus you will still have your initial deposit to keep 
going. You have nothing to make but money from there 
onwards, its 100% safe. Please leave some sitting money to 
guarantee your results. 
I will explain further how to deposit money into your 
casino account after I explain how the system works!  
 

THE SYSTEM 
The Key To Your Success 
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This system is based on betting in a sequence, with the numbers I 
have analyzed and prepared for you. They have been tried and 
tested many times and are the best set of numbers for your 
advantage.  Please do not ever change these numbers without 
emailing me for advice! 
 
The system you will be using is based on these betting 
terms:  HIGH/MIDDLE/LOW 
You will be betting on one of these fields H/M/L with a 
slight increase in the stake, until it comes up. 
Keep reading…trust me it works! 
 
You will be placing bets with winnings of 2:1, so that 
means if you bet $1 you get $3, with a profit of $2 because 
the original $1 was yours. 
Bet $5…make $10 
Bet $10…make $20 and so on……… 
 
By the “law of averages” these fields have a 1 in 3 chance of 
winning, and with my system you only need 1 in 19 spins, which 
has given you 160% chance of winning and have given yourself an 
unbeatable advantage! 
That’s right, you have more than quadrupled your chance of 
winning! (And I always do)  
 
Defeat the “law of averages”!!  
 
There is a HELP menu in the roulette game to help you understand how to play. 
 
Understanding How To Bet: 
 
You will have 3 fields to watch for and bet on. 
These are called “Dozen Bets” 
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1. This is a bet on LOW with the numbers 1-12 .  
    It looks like this: 1ST 12 
 

 
You win if the ball falls on one of these numbers. 

 
2. This is a bet on MIDDLE with the numbers 13-24.
 And looks like this: 2ND 12 

 

 
You win if the ball falls on one of these numbers. 
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3. This is a bet on HIGH with the numbers 25-36. 
    And looks like this: 3RD 12  

 

 
You win if the ball falls on one of these numbers. 

 
Follow these directions exactly and you will increase your 
bank account by $1 to $3 in the beginner part of this system 
and $4 to $20 in the advanced part of this system, with 
every win you have, regardless of how many losing ones. 
The number sequence is perfectly calculated so that it 
always adds more money for each spin, to make up for the 
loss of the previous spin, plus some so you always win! 
 
OK now grab a blank piece of paper and a pen. I use a book 
of blank lined paper, so I can keep using it until its full. 
 
You are not going to bet anything right now. You are just 
spinning the wheel and watching and recording what drops 
into the wheel. You are looking to record whether the ball 
drops in HIGH (H), MIDDLE (M), or LOW (L). 
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Bet only how I tell you to, never bet at random! 
 
Start recording on a piece of paper what comes up… 
looking for a consecutive run of 7 spins where a certain 
field does not come up, of either H, M, or L.  (Remember 
you are not placing any bets at this time, just spinning.) 
 
For example, these numbers fall in: 
34, 33, 20, 18, 12, 25, 6, 15, 13, 22, 9, 4, 3 
 
Your notes on a piece of paper will look like this: 
H, H, M, M, L, H, L, M, M, M, L, L, L 
 
As you can see, there is a consecutive run of 7 spins and the 
HIGH (H) field has not come up. Its time to start betting! 
If you understand that, skip the next paragraph! 
 
 
 
Further example: 
 
If you count backwards from the last letter in that run (row of letters) you 
will count 7 letters, all being either L OR M, but yet there is no H. So when 
this happens you need to start betting. But until this sequence happens you 
do not need to bet, just spin and record. You only bet on one of these three 
fields if it has not come up for 7 spins, and then you continue betting on it 
until it does.  Remember if you have any questions email me at 
Questions@easyfreeincome.com  and I will help you with any questions! Or 
read the “commonly asked questions” book on the download page! 
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Proceed: 
 

 
 

A HIGH (H) number hasn’t come up 
for 7 spins, so now you proceed to bet 
on that field (H) until it does come up. 
And then you win! It’s that simple. 
You break the “law of averages” into   
pieces. 
 
This table is the number sequence you 
will be betting with. Remember, start 
betting on the 8th spin, after 7 spins 
have been rolled and one of the three 
fields have not fallen in (appeared) H, 
M, or L.  
 

Spin 
# 

 

Bet 
This 

Much 

You 
Make 

8. $1 $2 
9. $2 $3 
10. $3 $2 
11. $4 $2 
12. $6 $2 
13. $9 $2 
14. $13 $1 
15. $20 $2 
16. $30 $2 
17. $45 $2 
18. $67 $1 
19. $100 $0 
 
 
Remember, this is just the beginner stage of the system. 
In the advance stage, you make 15x the money! 
Try this stage first to get the hang of it. 
 
Continue recording what numbers fall, you can continue on 
the same table after you have won. 
Once you have won and your field comes up, STOP betting 
again and wait for another consecutive run of 7 spins 
without a certain field H,M, L showing up… 
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So after 7 spins in a row, with one of the area’s, either H, M or L, not 
appearing,,, then you start betting: for example say you won on spin 11, that 
would mean you lost on spin 8, 9 and 10, but when you win on 11 you make 
up for all that you lost on 8,9 and 10, plus you make an extra $2. So you are 
always winning and ending up ahead for each round. You can get many 
rounds in an hour, that is why this ad’s up so fast! 
 
Remember the only way you can lose is if the field you’re 
betting on doesn’t come up for 19 consecutive spins, and to 
make it clear, you have broken the “law of averages” and 
gained a 160% advantage! That means you will win 160% 
of the time, I don’t see where you could go wrong!  
Just make sure to follow my directions exactly and ask for 
help or read the commonly asked question book. Email me 
if needed Questions@easyfreeincome.com 
 

 
 
Before we proceed to the ADVANCED STAGE of the 
system, I would like to tell you how to deposit money, 
receive the bonus and a few tips about the casino! 
 
In case you didn’t already, make sure to download the 
casino! 
 

Click Here To Download The Software! 
 
 

If for some reason you prefer to download from the website, click this link: 
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD FROM THE HOME PAGE! 

(Especially for MAC users, who might need the “instant play” flash area in some cases) 
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1. Register and create account as shown earlier. 
2. Login with user name and password 
3. Deposit: money and be matched at 100% 
 
 
Try and make a $200 deposit (£113) which will get you the best 
bonus.  
To deposit money simply click CASHIER on the left/bottom 
portion of your casino screen. 
 

 
 
This will pop up: 
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To get your BONUS Click on DEPOSIT and then this will pop up: 
 

 
 

This casino has 24/hour help, live chat or phone support. 
 
I recommend using your credit card, as it is fastest and easiest. 
They have many forms of payment though. Net teller, Fire pay, 
bank transfer, credit card, etc…. 
 
As soon as you make a deposit it takes about 2 minutes to go 
through and then they automatically give you your bonus and 
you’re ready to play with double the amount that you put in! 
 
One excellent thing about this casino is, they do not charge you 
anything to cash out. Most casinos will charge you almost $30 to 
cash out or make you cash out only when you have reached a 
minimum balance. This casino has great staff and very player 
(customer) friendly rules! 
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My Rules: 
 

- Change tables after every 15 to 20 minutes. (bottom/right) 
- Don’t get Greedy… Stick to the numbers I gave you. 
- Set a limit for yourself. I chose $400 a day. 
- I find the casino is easier between 6am- 11am and 4pm-2am 
- Review your numbers if you ever get confused, on the number display 

on the top left corner of the roulette screen. 
- Always play European roulette, you increase your advantage because 

it only has one 0. This casino only has European roulette so don’t 
worry. (Don’t  use the “live” roulette, its to fast in real time) 

- Do not count 0 as a spin when recording your H,M, L just pretend it 
did not happen. 

-  make sure you grab your chips and pull them back before starting 
another sequence. 

- Stick to the rules and turn your $100’s into $1000’s, enjoy kick back 
and make money! 

- Make sure you always choose a private table. Also play in the regular 
$1-$300 table for beginner stage, and $5-$500 for advanced. 

- Email me if you have a question Questions@easyfreeincome.com 
- Read the “commonly asked questions” book on the download page. 

 
 

 

ADVANCED SYSTEM 
This is where you make the big $$$ 

 
You need a balance of at least $300 to play the beginner system and a casino bank 

balance of at least $600 to play the advanced system. 
 

You can use the beginner system to gain the money to play the advanced system, or you 
can go straight to the advanced by depositing the remainder to be able to play the 

advanced system. 
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Here you will be playing the same way, but with a new set of 
numbers (with higher return) and another way of recording your 
sequences and doubling your chances of success. 
 
 
REMEMBER THIS 
Your Advanced system is based on a certain field not coming up 
for 9 consecutive spins, meaning you bet on the 10th spin. 
 
 
This is your ADVANCED table 
Bet in this sequence to make $4 to $20 a win 
 
 
 

 
Do the same thing you were doing 
before, only don’t bet until you spin 9 
consecutive spins without a field H,M,L 
coming up. Place a bet on the 10th roll. 
 
Then stop at a win and start over, same 
as before!  
 
This is how to win $100 an hour and 
make $400 a day by playing by these 
rules. 
 
Who do you know that makes $100+ an hour 
and doesn’t have to leave home? Well now 
you know someone……. YOU! 
 

Spin 
# 

Bet 
This 

Much 

You 
Make 

10. $10 $20 
11. $14 $18 
12. $18 $12 
13. $27 $12 
14. $41 $13 
15. $61 $12 
16 $90 $9 
17 $135 $9 
18. $200 $4 
 
OK now I have one more awesome way for you to actually double your 
chances of winning and double your odds of a field not coming up for the 
amount of consecutive spins that you need before betting. 
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This is called “Column Betting”… your first system was based on “Dozen 
betting” 
 
So in addition to your “Dozen Betting” You will add “Column Betting”. 
To double your chances, and not have to sit around and wait so long for one 
of your sequences to appear. 
 
This is how “Column Betting” is done: 
 
You will now also be watching for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, to have a 
consecutive run without one of the columns (fields) 
appearing. Whether it be 1st, 2nd or 3rd. 
 
Use the same piece of paper you’re using for H,M,L and either 
draw a line down the page vertically, or split the page in half 
horizontally. You will be keeping track of two different runs now. 
 
They show 2 to 1 on them, because that’s the win…. Remember bet $10 
make $20, even though your return will be $30, but the original $10 was 
already yours, so you pocket $20 
 
This is a bet on 1st:  Still 12 numbers 36,33,30,27,24,21,18,15,12,9,6,3 
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This is a bet on 2nd: 12 numbers 35,32,29,26,23,20,17,14,11,8,5,2  
 

 
 
This is a bet on 3rd: 12 numbers 34,31,28,25,22,19,16,13,10,7,4,1 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Just follow all the same direction for H,M,L and it will work the 
same way for 1,2,3. 
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So if you roll: 
 
34, 36, 20, 18, 3, 7, 24, 30, 31, 16, 1, 24     
  
Your 1,2,3 section of your paper would look like this:   
 
3, 1, 2, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 1 
 
Notice the number 2 hasn’t come up in 9 spins, you can now place 
a bet using the advanced table system of this guide. 
 

 
 

Use this picture for reference to help you understand better. 
You can see where the numbers are placed.  Either in 1,2,3. 

 
 
 
This is one of the only casino’s that you can spin the wheel 
without placing a bet first. But in some cases, they will 
require you to bet to spin the wheel.  So in this case we 
must improvise by betting $1 on red and black to spin the 
wheel and watch for our sequence to appear. 
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(Ok so let’s say you have to bet to spin the wheel, so to 
avoid losing any money, you are going to place a $1 bet on 
RED and a one $1 bet on BLACK, like this! 
 

 
 

This way, we know either red or black will win, so it 
balances out and you don’t lose or win, while your spinning 
to find your sequence and watching the wheel! 
 
(You have to bet $1 on red and black, because some people say the casino requires them 
to bet something to be able to spin the wheel. So try and spin without placing $1 on black 
and red, and if you can still spin without betting, then you are in luck!) 
 
 
One more trick from me to you: 
 
After you feel confident about using the prior strategies, try this: 
When you are betting in order of the stakes $ in the tables that I gave you, 
and it takes more than 5 bets (spins) to get your win, (meaning you won 
from spin 14 or higher) then after your win just keep on betting on the same 
field, only $5 at a time though, and most of the time make an extra $20 from 
doing that on each win! 
 
I win the sequence playing “Middle”, off of spin 14 in the ADVANCED 
system, which the bet is $41 and I made $13 dollars on that sequence. 
 
Since it took so many spins for my “Middle” to appear, it’s more likely that 
it will appear again on the next spin. 
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I often do this technique, sometimes you will lose the $5 so then you just 
stop and continue looking for your sequences, but often  the “Middle” or 
whatever field I’m playing, will appear 4 or 5 times in a row after that, so I 
just keep on betting $5 until I lose the spin and I start over. 
 
The previous tip, is just a tip, something that works for me! So if you want 
to be very cautious, just use the systems and you will be fine! 
 

 
Click Here to Download the Casino Software! 

 
 

Click Here if you are in ITALY! 
(It will take you to the Italian site.) 

 
 
I’m excited to hear about how well you’re doing! It’s all money from here 
on out! I’m glad you came across my book, and I’m sure you are as well! 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this book, and remember if you have 
any questions or need any help DON’T HESITATE TO ASK ME! Email me 
and if needed. (Before emailing me please make sure to read the e-book 
“Commonly asked questions” available from the download page; first before 
sending a message. Thanks) Also If you need the casino software in another 
language let me know!  Questions@Easyfreeincome.com 

 
If you prefer to go to the casino website first before you download, instead 
of direct download please CLICK HERE! 
 
If you really want another casino to add to your daily play, or if you simply 

have issues downloading the above casino, then this is another casino I 
personally use for the system as well. 

CLICK HERE FOR OTHER CASINO! 
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Disclaimer 
 
This e-book is under copy write and may not be sold or copied in any way without the 
written permission of the original creator. 
If you are caught selling or retyping this e-book for any purpose at all, legal action will be 
taken.  You may give it away, or sell it in is original form (like this one) without any 
changes whatsoever. If  we find anyone selling this book or giving it away, with even so 
much as a change in punctuation, links or contact information we will pursue legal action. 
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